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Let (W0 , H0 , +0) be the 2-dimensional classical pinned Wiener space over [0, 1].
A localization phenomenon will be shown for stochastic oscillatory integrals with
Le vy’s stochastic area as phase function.  2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Let p, a, f # C(Rn; R). Suppose that p possesses only a finite number of
stationary points and that f is equal to 1 near the stationary points of p
and vanishes outside of a compact set. It is well known [3] that two
oscillatory integrals
|
R n
exp[- &1 *p(x)] a(x) dx and |
Rn
exp[- &1 *p(x)] a(x) f (x) dx
enjoy the same asymptotic behaviors as *  . This kind of localization
plays a key role in the study of the principle of stationary phase on Rn.
Let (X, H, &) be a real abstract Wiener space, and consider stochastic
oscillatory integrals given by
|
X
exp[- &1 *q(x)] (x) &(dx), * # R.
Such integrals and their asymptotic behavior as *   have been studied
by several authors (cf. [47, 11, 12]). Naturally and indispensably arises a
question if one has a localization similar to the one on Rn for this kind of
stochastic oscillatory integrals. In the present paper, we shall answer to this
question affirmatively in the case where X is the 2-dimensional classical
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pinned Wiener space over [0, 1], q is Le vy’s stochastic area, and  is
analytic on W in the sense introduced in [9].
For a quadratic phase function q, several exact behaviors of the stochastic
oscillatory integral have been obtained. For example, Ikeda and Manabe [4]
studied the cases where #1 or  is a Fourier transform of a signed
measure on H, and Sugita and the author [11, 12] did when  is a multiple
Wiener integral. Thus it seems natural to start an investigation on the localiza-
tion property of stochastic oscillatory integrals with the case of quadratic
phase function.
1. STATEMENT OF RESULT
In this section, we state our result. Let (W, H, +) be the classical 2-dimen-
sional Wiener space over [0, 1];
W=[w: [0, 1]  R2 : w is continuous and w(0)=0],
H={h # W : h is absolutely continuous andhas an L2[0, 1]-derivative dhdt=
and + is the Wiener measure on W. H is a real separable Hilbert space with
inner product
(h, g) = :
2
i=1
|
1
0
dhi
dt
(t)
dg i
dt
(t) dt, h, g # H,
where h(t)=(h1(t), h2(t)), g(t)=(g1(t), g2(t)). Denote by S: W  R Le vy’s
stochastic area;
S(w)= 12 |
1
0
[w1(t) dw2(t)&w2(t) dw1(t)],
where dw i (t), i=1, 2, denote Ito^ integrals.
Let (W0 , H0 , +0) be the 2-dimensional classical pinned Wiener space
over [0, 1];
W0=[w # W : w(1)=0], H0=H & W0 , +0=2?$0(w(1)) +(dw),
where $0(w(1)) is Watanabe’s pullback of the Dirac function $0 on R2
concentrating at 0 via the mapping w [ w(1) [13]. W0 is a real separable
Banach space with norm &w&W0=sup[ |w(t)|: t # [0, 1]], and H0 is a real
separable Hilbert space equipped with an inner product inherited from H.
Denote by D, &(W0 ; E), E being a real separable Hilbert space, the
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space of infinitely differentiable E-valued functionals on W0 in the sense of
the Malliavin calculus, which and whose Malliavin derivatives of all orders
are p th integrable with respect to +0 for every p # (1, ). With the help of
quasi-sure analysis [8], we see that S # D, &(W0 ; R). It is easily seen
that its Malliavin gradient {0S enjoys that
d
dt
({0S(w))(t)=Jw(t)&Jw , t # [0, 1], w # W0 , (1)
where J : R2  R2 is given by J(x1, x2)=(&x2, x1) and w =10 w(s) ds.
Hence, if we set
v(w)= 12 |
1
0
|w(t)&w |2 dt,
then
&{0S(w)&2H0=2v(w), w # W0 , (2)
where & }&H0 stands for the Hilbert norm of H0 . Thus the set [v=0] is a
set of the stationary points of S.
We shall give a brief review on analytic functions (cf. [9, 11]). We say
 # D, &(W0 ; R) is analytic ( # C|(W0) in notation) if there is
p # (1, ) such that
:

n=0
rn
n!
&{n0&L p (+0 ; H 0} n)< for any r>0,
where H } n0 is the Hilbert space of HilbertSchmidt n-linear mappings on
H0 . Choosing appropriate version of Malliavin gradients {n0 , we have an
expansion
(w+h)= :

n=0
1
n!
({n0(w), h
} n) H n} n for every w # W0 , h # H0 .
(3)
See [11]. In what follows, we always consider such nice versions of  and
{n’s as above, and, to evaluate  and so on, these versions are used.
Write W0 - &1 H0 and W0 - &1 W0 for W0_H0 and W0_W0 ,
and w+- &1 h and w+- &1 w$ for (w, h) # W0 _H0 and (w, w$) #
W0_W0 , respectively. Then W0 - &1 W0=W0_W0 is a real Banach
space with norm
&w+- &1 w$&W0- &1 W0=&w&W0+&w$&W0 .
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Due to (3),  extends to a function  on W0 - &1 H0 , which we call a
holomorphic prolongation of , so that
 (w+- &1 h)= :

n=0
- &1n
n!
({n0(w), h
} n)H 0 n , w # W0 , h # H0 .
In the sequel, we fix $0>0 such that
|
W0
exp[$0 &w&2W0 ] +0(dw)<.
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem 1.1. Let  # C|(W0). Suppose that  and its holomorphic
prolongation  satisfy that
(.1) :

n=0
rn
n!
&{n0&
2
H 0
} n # .
1<p<
L p(+0 ; R) for any r>0.
(.2) lim
&w+- &1 h&W0- &1 W0  0
w # W0 , h # H0 ,
 (w+- &1 h)=(0).
(.3) there are C0 and 0<$<$0 2 such that
| (w+- &1 h)|
C(1+exp[$ &w+- &1 h&2W0- &1 W0 ]), w # W0 , h # H0 .
If f : R  R is rapidly decreasing or f#1, then,
\ *2sinh(*2)+
&1
|
W0
exp[- &1 *S]  f (v) d+0  f (0) (0) as *  .
(4)
In particular, if f =1 near 0, then
|
W0
exp[- &1 *S]  f (v) d+0
|
W0
exp[- &1 *S]  d+0
 1 as *  . (5)
We make several remarks on the theorem.
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Remark 1.1. (i) Since &{0S&2H0=2v, the multiplication by f (v) realizes a
localization to stationary points.
(ii) It is well known (cf. [4]) that
|
W0
exp[- &1 *S] d+0=
*2
sinh(*2)
,
which is also covered by the evaluation made in Theorem 2.1.
(iii) It was seen in [11] that a continuous multiple Wiener integral
satisfies the conditions (.1)(.3) for  in Theorem 1.1.
2. CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
In this section, we shall compute the characteristic function of the joint
distribution of S and v, i.e., we consider a stochastic oscillatory integral
defined by
I(‘, ’)=|
W0
exp[‘S+’v] d+0 , ‘, ’ # C.
Our goal is
Theorem 2.1. There exists =>0 such that
I(‘, ’)={ ‘

n=1 \1&
‘2+2’
(2n?)2
+
’2
(2n?)4+=
&1
=
’
2[cos(‘2)&cos(- (‘2)2+’)]
(6)
for any ‘, ’ # C with max[ |Re ‘|, |Re ’|]<=.
Remark 2.1. (i) Since cos z=cos z$ for z, z$ # C with z2=(z$)2, we
need not care about branches of the square root function in the last term
of the above identity.
(ii) It may be helpful to rewrite as
1
’ {cos(‘2)&cos(- (‘2)2+’)=
= :

n=1
(&1)n
(2n)!
:
n&1
k=0
n!
k!(n&k)! \
‘
2+
2k
’n&k&1.
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(iii) Substituting ’=0 in (6), we see that
|
W0
exp[‘S] d+0=
‘2
sin(‘2)
for ‘ # C with |Re ‘|<=.
Proof. Note that there is an =>0 so that I(‘, ’) is holomorphic on
[(‘, ’): max[ |Re ‘|, |Re ’|]<=].
Define a symmetric operator A: H0  H0 by
d
dt
[Ah](t)=
1
2
[Jh(t)&Jh ], t # [0, 1], h # H0 . (7)
It follows from (1) and (2) that
S(w)=QA(w) and v(w)=2(QA 2+Tr A2), +0-a.s., (8)
where, if B=k=1 bkhk hk for some bk # R with k=1 b2k< and ONB
[hk] of H0 , then QB(w)=k=1 bk[(w, hk)
2&1]. We then have that, for
sufficiently small ‘, ’ # C,
I(‘, ’)=[det2 (I&2‘A&4’A2)]&12 exp[2’ Tr A2]. (9)
See [9]. The HilbertSchmidt operator A possesses eigenvalues 1(4n?),
n # Z"[0] with multiplicity 2 (cf. [4]). Hence, for sufficiently small ‘, ’ # C,
det2 (I&2‘A&4’A2)={ ‘n # Z"[0] \1&
‘
2n?
&
’
4n2?2+ exp _
‘
2n?
+
’
4n2?2&=
2
={ ‘

n=1 \1&
‘2+2’
(2n?)2
+
’2
(2n?)4+=
2
exp[4’ Tr A2].
Plugging this into (9) and then prolonging holomorphically, we arrive at
the first identity in (6).
For ‘ # C and k>0, set
J(‘, k; x)=
1
2? |W0 exp _‘S(w)&
k2
2 |
1
0
|x+w(t)|2 dt& +0(dw).
It is easily seen that
I(‘, &k2)=k2 |
R2
J(‘, k; x) dx. (10)
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Recall that $0(w(1)) +(dw)=(2?)&1 +0(dw) and rewrite as
J(‘, k; x)=|
W
exp _‘2 |
1
0
[(x1+w1(t)) dw2(t)&(x2+w2(t)) dw1(t)]
&
k2
2 |
1
0
|x+w(t)| 2 dt& $x(x+w(1)) +(dw).
Thus, for B # R, k>0, J(- &1 B, k; x) is the evaluation at time 1 and the
point (x, x) of the heat kernel associated with the Schro dinger operator
give by
HB, k=
1
2
:
2
j=1 \- &1

x j
&B% j+
2
+
k2
2
|x|2,
where %1(x)=x2 2, and %2(x)=&x1 2. It was shown by H. Matsumoto
[10, p. 174] that
|
R 2
J(- &1 B, k; x) dx=Tr(exp[&HB, k])
=
1
2[cosh(- (B2)2+k2)&cosh(B2)]
.
Plugging this into (10), and making a holomorphic prolongation, we see
that
I(‘, ’)=
’
2[cos(‘2)&cos(- (‘2)2+’)]
. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Throughout this section, we assume that  # C|(W0) satisfies the condi-
tions (.1)(.3) described in Theorem 1.1. Define a HilbertSchmidt operator
A: H0  H0 by (7).
Decomposing a symmetric HilbertSchmidt operator B: H0  H0 as
B= :

n=1
bn hn hn
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with [bn]/R and ONB [hn]n=1 of H0 , one can define (I+- &1 B)&12 :
W0  W0 by
(I+- &1 B)&12 w=w+ :

n=1
[(1+- &1 bn)12&1](w, hn) hn ,
where the branch such that 112=1 is considered, and (w, hn) denotes the
Wiener integral of hn . It was seen in [9] that
|
W0
exp[- &1 QB]  d+0
=[det2(I&2 - &1 B)]&12 |
W0
 ((I&2 - &1 B)&12 w) +0(dw).
(11)
In particular,
|
W0
exp[- &1 *S]  d+0
=
*2
sinh(*2) |W0 
 ((I&2 - &1 *A)&12 w) +0(dw). (12)
Due to Gross’ result [2, Theorem 5], we have
+0([w: &(I&2 - &1 *A+4 - &1 !A2)&12 w&W0- &1 W0>=])
+0 +0([w+- &1 w$ : &w+- &1 w$&W0 - &1 W0>=])
for any *, ! # R, =>0,
where we have thought of (W0 - &1 W0 , H0 - &1 H0 , +0 +0) as a
real abstract Wiener space. Moreover, it also follows from Gross’ result
[2, Corollary 5.1] that
+0([w: &(I&2 - &1 *A+4 - &1 !A2)&12 w&W0- &1 W0>=])  0
as *   for any ! # R, =>0.
By virtue of the assumptions (.2) and (.3), if we set
g(*, !)=|
W0
 ((I&2 - &1 *A+4 - &1 !A2)&12 w) +0(dw),
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then we obtain that
sup
*, ! # R
| g(*, !)|< and lim
*  
g(*, !)=(0) for every ! # R. (13)
Plugging this into (12), we obtain
sinh(*2)
*2 |W0 exp[- &1 *S]  d+0  (0) as *  .
Thus the first assertion of Theorem 1.1 for f#1 has been verified.
Let f : R  R be rapidly decreasing, and set
f8 (!)=|
R
f (x) exp[- &1 !x] dx.
By virtue of Fourier’s inversion formula, (8) and (11), we have
|
W0
exp[- &1 *S] f (v) d+0=
1
2? |R f8 (!) I(- &1 *, &- &1 !) g(*, !) d!.
(14)
Fix 0<=<[(e+e&1)(1&e&1)&1+2]&24 arbitrarily, and put
I1(*, =) :=\ *2sinh(*2)+
&1
|
|!| 2>=*2
f8 (!) I(- &1 *, &- &1 !) g(*, !) d!,
I2(*, =) :=\ *2sinh(*2)+
&1
|
|!| 2=*2
f8 (!) I(- &1 *, &- &1 !) g(*, !) d!.
We first estimate I1(*, =). Due to Theorem 2.1, we have that
I(- &1 *, &- &1 !)=
- &1 !
2[cosh((*2)(1+- &1 (4!*2))12)&cosh(*2)]
.
(15)
Noting that
1+- &1 t={\1+(1+t
2)12
2 +
12
+- &1
t
|t| \
(1+t2)12&1
2 +
12
=
2
(16)
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we observe that
} cosh \*2 \1+- &1
4!
*2+
12
+&cosh \*2+}

1
2 {}exp _
*
2 \1+- &1
4!
*2+
12
&}&exp _*2&&2 exp _&
*
2&=

*
4 \\
1+(1+16!2*4)12
2 +
12
&1+ exp _*2&&exp _&
*
2&
Moreover we have that
\1+(1+16!
2*4)12
2 +
12
&1
=
8!2
*4 {\
1+(1+16!2*4)12
2 +
12
+1=
&1
{\1+\1+16!
2
*4 +
12
+
12
+1=
&1
.
Hence there are C1 , *1>0 such that, for any **1 and ! # R with
|!|2=*2,
} sinh(*2)*2 I(- &1 *, &- &1 !) }C1 |!|.
In conjunction with (13), this implies that
lim
*  
I1(*, =)=0. (17)
Next we consider I2(*, =). Let *1, |!|2=*2, and |t|4|!|*2. Then it
holds that
}sinh \*2 (1+- &1 t)12+&sinh \
*
2+}
*
4 |
t
0 }cosh \
*
2
(1+- &1 s)12+} ds.
By (16), we have, for s # R with |s|4 |!|*2,
}cosh \*2 (1+- &1 s)12+}
1
2
exp _*2& [exp[=]+exp[&*]].
Hence we obtain
} 1sinh(*2) sinh \
*
2
(1+- &1 t)12+&1 }exp[=]+exp[&*]1&exp[&*] =12.
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Moreover it holds that
|(1+- &1 t)&12&1| 12 |t|2=12.
We therefore have that
} 1sinh(*2)
*2
4! |
4!*2
0
(1+- &1 t)&12 sinh \*2 (1+- &1 t)12+ dt&1 }
\exp[=]+exp[&*]1&exp[&*] +2+ =12\
e+e&1
1&e&1
+2+ =12.
It follows from (15) that
sinh(*2)
*2
I(- &1 *, &- &1 !)
=
sinh(*2)
(*24!) 4!*20 (1+- &1 t)&12 sinh((*2)(1+- &1 t)12) dt
.
Hence
} sinh(*2)*2 I(- &1 *, &- &1 !)&1 }2 \
e+e&1
1&e&1
+2+ =12.
Thus we obtain that
} I2(*, =)&||!| 2=*2 f8 (!) g(*, !) d! }:=12,
where
:=2 \e+e
&1
1&e&1
+2+ sup*, ! # R | g(*, !)| |R | f8 (!)| d!.
Combining this with (13) and the dominated convergence theorem, we
have
lim sup
*  
|I2(*, =)&2?f (0) (0)|:=12. (18)
Plugging (17) and (18) into (14), and then letting = a 0, we arrive at (4).
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